USS Delphyne 9809.21

Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

XOGrant says:
::exits aux control to go to bridge::
CSO_Ryan says:
::in aux control testing sensors::
CMO_Rev says:
::in sickbay going over the inventory lists::
Ens_Psion says:
::In quarters...looking around at his new domicile::
CEOMadred says:
::crawls through Jeffries Tube on deck two checking the duranium filaments to the bridge with Jackson::
FCO_Wall says:
::in TL heading toward bridge::
CEOMadred says:
::notes scans completed on filament #296::
XOGrant says:
::enters TL ::
Ens_Psion says:
::after quickly putting belongings down...heads out of room::
XOGrant says:
::arrives on bridge::
EO_Lefler says:
::Walks down ramp connecting Delphyne to SB- 191::
OPS_Lynam says:
::At OPS station on new bridge.  Notices squeak in new chair::
FCO_Wall says:
::eneters on bridge::
Ens_Psion says:
::heading for sick bay::
CEOMadred says:
::wipes a large sweat drop from his eyebrow::
CMO_Rev says:
::all seems to be in order::
FCO_Wall says:
::thinks wow nice::
XOGrant says:
:: looks around room carefully ::
Ens_Psion says:
::enters sick bay::
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> CEO: Scans complete on 296 ...... ::begins to crawl to 297::
XOGrant says:
::looks for loose seams::
FCO_Wall says:
::walks over to flight control station::
CMO_Rev says:
::looks up as someone walks in the door::
XOGrant says:
:: gingerly tests XO chair::
EO_Lefler says:
::heads to Main Engineering, looking lost but very excited. Finally gets to main engineering and walks up to Chief Engineer::
FCO_Wall says:
XO: wow nice chairs!
CEOMadred says:
::moves his large frame down the tube to the next filament::
Ens_Psion is now known as Sci_Psion.
XOGrant says:
::tests panel , so far ok::
XOGrant says:
FCO: yes they are
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> ::begins scanning 297::
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Ensign Lefler asking for permition to come aboard, sir!
FCO_Wall says:
::sits down::
CSO_Ryan says:
Ens_psion: Go to the bridge we need to test sensor control and resopnce make sure everything is working right
CEOMadred says:
<Yang> ::notices new Ensign entering ME::
CMO_Rev says:
SCI: how my I help you?
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Doctor, I am here to give you my medical records.
XOGrant says:
::moves to CO chair for same test::
CMO_Rev says:
SCI: ah, I see,
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Acknowledged.
CMO_Rev says:
::walks up to him::
CEOMadred says:
<Yang> ::walks to new Ensign and smiles:: EO: I am not the CEO .... I am petty officer Yang.
FCO_Wall says:
::thinks i could fall asleep in this chair so confortable::
CSO_Ryan says:
::begins config checks for new bridge::
XOGrant says:
FCO: stay alert!
CEOMadred says:
<Yang> ::takes PADD form the EO:: EO: Madred told me you might be showing up.  I trust you found Main Engineering okay?
Sci_Psion says:
CMO:  I am anxious to report to the bridge.  Do you have any immediate concerns?
FCO_Wall says:
::ok enough of this::
XOGrant says:
:: so far CO chair and panel check ok::
EO_Lefler says:
Yang:Yes sir. Do you know where I can find Chief Madred?
OPS_Lynam says:
XO:  All personnel are aboard sir.
CSO_Ryan says:
computer: run diagnostic of all nodes pertaining to sensor control
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> ::completes scans of 297:: CEO: This one is okay .... ::crawls towards 298::
CMO_Rev says:
SCI: not right now, but I will get you records into the computer then have you come down for a physical
XOGrant says:
OPS: excellent
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Thank you.  It was good meeting you.
Sci_Psion says:
::leaves sick bay::
FCO_Wall says:
::checks FC panel::
CSO_Ryan says:
::begins check of all computer files::
CEOMadred says:
<Yang> EO: You do not sir me, Ensign.  I am only the watch officer.  The Chief asked that you join him in Jeffires Tube 32J on deck two.  He is checking the duranium filaments.  ::turns and puts PADD on Madred's desk.
Sci_Psion says:
::enters turbolift::
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: Have you uploaded corrected files?
CSO_Ryan says:
computer:run a level 3 subsystem check of all sub routines and paths
Sci_Psion says:
computer: bridge
FCO_Wall says:
::activates panel::
EO_Lefler says:
<Yang>: I still ahve to report to CMO to hand in my madical report. I will head to Jeffries tube 32J as soon as possible
CSO_Ryan says:
::watchs computer read out of level 3 core check::
CEOMadred says:
::notes the return on 298 looks good ...... moves his large Terran frame down the tube to 299::
Kincade says:
Is Robin Lefler In here?
Kincade says:
Captain Robin Lefler?
Sci_Psion says:
::enters bridge::
CMO_Rev says:
::recives strange feelings, as if someone in sickbay has psi abilities::
FCO_Wall says:
::runs diagostic on panel::
Sci_Psion says:
::goes to science station::
Kincade says:
Is Captain Robin Lefler in here?>
XOGrant says:
Kincade says:
All that I want to know is if Robin Lefler is in here?. She is a member of my SIM site, and I am trying to find her
CEOMadred says:
Um, we are trying to have a mission here.
Kincade says:
Please
Kincade says:
It's for my SIM site
XOGrant says:
different lefler
CEOMadred says:
And you are intefering with our sim.
EO_Lefler says:
Sorry. Not me
Kincade says:
Ok thanks, sorry for interruption
Kincade says:
Thanks EO
CEOMadred says:
::huffs as he gets to 299 and pulls out his tricorder ...... again::  Jackson: Sorry to do this too you ........
EO_Lefler says:
::leaves MEngineering and gets in TL:: TB: Sickbay!
XOGrant says:
:: gets up to check RR::
XOGrant says:
::enters RR::
CMO_Rev says:
::walks to a computer console:: Comp: access the files on Ensing Psion please
XOGrant says:
::so far ok, CO 's panel ok::
OPS_Lynam says:
::Rocks back in forth to find cause of chair's squeak::
XOGrant says:
:: returns to bridge::
Sci_Psion says:
::checking sensor control and response::
CMO_Rev says:
<comp> beep, ready...
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> CEO: All part of the adventure sir  ::chuckles:: They said see the galaxy .....
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci_Psion:begin activating different sensor functions
XOGrant says:
SCI_Psion: hello welcome to USS Delphyne
EO_Lefler says:
::walks into Sickbay. Sees CMO sitting in office and appoachs::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Yes sir.
EO_Lefler says:
CMO: Ensign Lefler reporting
CEOMadred says:
::laughs to himself:: Jackson: Yes ...... I remember that training slogan.
CMO_Rev says:
::notices someones else new::  EO: welcome, let me see your records
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: did you succeed in uploading corrected files?
Sci_Psion says:
XO: thank you sir.
CEOMadred says:
::finishes scanning 299 and nods to himself:: Self: Well this one is good.  ::moves down the tube to 300::
EO_Lefler says:
::hands padd to CMO::
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> ::begins an active scan of 300::
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*: Yes sir im running a check to make sure they are exactly the same and i m checking the subroutnes to make sure there is nothing left
CMO_Rev says:
::accepts:: EO: thank you, I will be having you come down for a physical soon
FCO_Wall says:
::start a simulation program on FC panel::
Sci_Psion says:
::activating long range external sensors::
EO_Lefler says:
::nods akwerdly:: Understood.
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: Inform Bridge when you are done
CMO_Rev says:
EO: you may go, now
CEOMadred says:
::finishes the active scan of duranium filament #300 .....   the last one::
CSO_Ryan says:
SO:external commands are responding in specified perameters
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Sir there appears to be a blind spot in our external sensors to aft.
EO_Lefler says:
CMO: Thank you sir
CMO_Rev says:
EO: oh and by the way, welcome aboard
EO_Lefler says:
COMP: Locate CEO Madred
CEOMadred says:
::collapses in the Jeffries Tube with a big sigh:: Jackson: I never want to do that again.
FCO_Wall says:
::taps corrections and minor adjustments onto configuration while simulation runs::
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci:hmm it didnt report down here i will run a diagnostic
XOGrant says:
::Sits in XO chair, testing reports::
Sci_Psion says:
::checks internal sensors::
CEOMadred says:
<Computer> Lieutenant JG Jafo Madred is in Jeffries Tube 32J on deck two.
CMO_Rev says:
::turns back, setting PADD down,  looks at the files::
CSO_Ryan says:
computer: run a diagnostic of the aft sensors
CSO_Ryan says:
computer: report any unusaul readings
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Internal sensors check out nominally.
EO_Lefler says:
::heads for effries Tube 32J. really glad he actually learned layout of JT on this ship::
CSO_Ryan says:
SCi: internal sensor commands are checking out
OPS_Lynam says:
::Runs another diagnostic on communications gear::
CEOMadred says:
::brings his hand up to his chest to tap his comm badge:: *CO*: I am pleased to report I have finished visually checking the duranium filaments that connect the bridge to the spaceframe.  They all check out.  Looks like the Starbase crew out did themselves.  ::wipes sweat from forehead::
CMO_Rev says:
::notices that he is half vulcan and half betazoid::
CMO_Rev says:
::puts ha
EO_Lefler says:
::realizes that after only second intersection...Already lost::
XOGrant says:
*CEO* good work, also bridge looks good as does RR
FCO_Wall says:
::done that simulation::
CSO_Ryan says:
sci:begin running the long range sensors ensign
EO_Lefler thinks:  ::wait a second I think it is directly up::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  Yes sir.
CEOMadred says:
*CO*: Aye sir ...... ::pulls himself down the tube to the next junction with Jackson right behind him::
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: did you update op codes and voice prints yet
CMO_Rev says:
::puts hand to head and concentreates on conecting with Ens. Psion::
FCO_Wall says:
::starts sim for impulse::
EO_Lefler says:
self: 32f...32g...32h...32i
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*:No that is my first prioraty after making sure ou sensors are opperating normally
XOGrant says:
*CSO* keep up the good work
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*:will do
EO_Lefler says:
self: aha! JT 32j. ::Sees CEO::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  There appears to be a feedback which is blinding us aft.
CEOMadred says:
::drops down into junction from Jeffries tube and comes face to face with Lefler:: Lefler: Lost Ensign?
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci:attempt to reroute
XOGrant says:
OPS: test comm to starbase ask for a commcheck
EO_Lefler says:
CMO: Ensing Lefler reporting for duty sir. Finally
OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir
EO_Lefler says:
::wipes sweat off face::
FCO_Wall says:
::again just minor adjustment are needed to configuration::
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Doctor.  I am recieving a thought.
CSO_Ryan says:
Computer:Report on diagnostic of aft sensor grid
OPS_Lynam says:
*SB191* This is Delphyne requesting comm check on all channels.
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  I have rerouted sir.  Sensors now functioning.
Nicke_AGM says:
<SB191>*Delphyne*  comm check initiated...........
CEOMadred says:
::pushes the Ensign slightly out of the way so that Jackson can drop out of the tube also::  EO: Good to have you aboard Mr. Lefler.  Could you step out into the corridor, so we can get out of the Jeffries Tube ::notes it getting kinda tight in here::
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci:ok contiue testing sensors
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Gladly sir
EO_Lefler says:
::heads out::
Nicke_AGM says:
<SB191>*Dlephye* all channels check
CEOMadred says:
::steps out into main corridor and hears Jackson breath a sigh of relief quietly::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Yes sir.
OPS_Lynam says:
*SB191* Confirmed starbase, Delphyne out.
CEOMadred says:
::Grins slightly:: Jackson: He down to deck 13 ..... I want that photon problem figured out.  See if you can help Traidrer .... he could not have thought of everything.
FCO_Wall says:
::that sims done, configuration complete, thinks this is going smoother than I thought::
OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Communications checks out o.k. sir
Sci_Psion says:
::concentrates::
CSO_Ryan says:
<computer>:sensor diagnostic of all subroutines is complete there were 3 files which did not match specified perameters
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> CEO: Aye sir .... ::heads off down corridor::
XOGrant says:
OPS: report
CSO_Ryan says:
computer: Run a level 1 diagnostic of those files not the reasons why they are different
OPS_Lynam says:
XO: All stations report manned and ready sir.
Sci_Psion says:
::fixes on image of the doctor::
FCO_Wall says:
XO: Flight Control check is going smootly, no major problems so far
CEOMadred says:
::nods to the EO holding up a finger:: *XO*: At this time, sir, I would like to give you my go ahead to leave orbit.  Everything seems to check out down here.  ::wipes the final sweat beads off his uniform and slowly realizes how awful he must look to the new EO::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO; No further problems have been found.
XOGrant says:
*CEO*: are we ready on your front?
CSO_Ryan says:
sci:Long range sensors check out check they sensors from tactical now
CMO_Rev says:
::picks up a weak signal coming through,  Ens Psion, is that you?::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  Yes sir. Checking.
CEOMadred says:
::motions for EO to come with him as he starts to move down hall towards TL::
EO_Lefler says:
::walks with CEO::
Sci_Psion says:
::begins checking tactical sensors.  Yes Doctor. It is me.::
XOGrant says:
::reads CEO 's report from XO panel... hmm good::
CSO_Ryan says:
sci: run them all at once they go through the same subprocers so we shouldnt have a problem
FCO_Wall says:
::runs warp Simulation on panel::
CEOMadred says:
EO: Mr. Lefler, I wanted you to know that I was most impressed with your records at the Academy.  ::adjusts uniform tunic slightly::
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Thank you sir
OPS_Lynam says:
::Looks under chair for loose bolts::
EO_Lefler says:
::grins widely::
CEOMadred says:
::enters TL with EO in tow:: EO: I also wanted to tell you that life aboard a starship is very different than life at the Academy.  TL: Main Engineering.
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: I have established a telepathic link with our doctor.
XOGrant says:
FCO: prepare a course for outer marker of this system to test thrusters and impulse
CSO_Ryan says:
*sci*:ok
EO_Lefler says:
::nods way to much and fast::
FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye sir
CEOMadred says:
::looks down on EO slightly from his long Terran frame:: EO: Don't be afraid to ask questions.  ::notes the EO nodding strangely:: EO: Your head okay ..... need a doctor?
OPS_Lynam says:
::Mutters:: Now lets see if the dang thing will start.
FCO_Wall says:
::enters in course while warp sim is running::
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*:sir all sensors check out begining comman code reconfig
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  It seems the problem with the photon targetting mechanism was related to our aft blind spot.
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Umm. No sir. I am fine
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Rerouting has solved the problem momentarily.
CEOMadred says:
::nods at EO understanding:: EO: We have an excellent group of engineers working for us in Main Engineering.  They know there stuff ::notes TL whirring its way down through the ship::
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: excellent work Lt.Jg Ryan
FCO_Wall says:
XO: course entered and locked in
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: I can't wait to prove myself sir
Sci_Psion says:
::Doctor. Can you pick up images from my mind?::
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci: head down to sensor maintence and check it out i will be down shortly
XOGrant says:
OPS: as soon as CSO has cptr work done request clearance to depart spacedock
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Acknowledged.
CMO_Rev says:
::concentrates on Ens psion, yes::
FCO_Wall says:
::finishes up configuration adjustments on warp::
CEOMadred says:
EO: This being your first assignment ...... ::frowns slightly at that last comment:: No one is here to prove anything.  As I was saying, this being your first assignment, I expect you to ask questions of the more experienced officers.
Sci_Psion says:
::leaves bridge::
OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Sir, incoming transmission from U.S.S. Artemis.  The Captain sends "Good luck and God's speed"
XOGrant says:
OPS: Thank you , send our regards may they have a good stay
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Understodd sir.
CSO_Ryan says:
sci:stay on the bridge until done link is broken
CMO_Rev says:
::it is quite fuzzy,  I can't get it any better::
Sci_Psion says:
::stops::CSO: Acknowledged.
FCO_Wall says:
::run diagnostic on remaining systems on panel::
CEOMadred says:
EO: On the other hand, I am always open to new ideas.  Feel free to them to my attention if you feel they are worth the best efforts of thsoe around you.  We are all in this together.::notes the TL stop on the engineering deck and Madred steps out followed by Lefler::
CSO_Ryan says:
<computer>: diagnostic complete files restored to normall
OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Sends message::
Sci_Psion says:
::Doctor...are there any Vulcans on the Artemis?::
XOGrant says:
*CSO*: are we ready on your front?
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*:all systems appear go
XOGrant says:
*CSO* acknowledged
CEOMadred says:
::moves down corridor the short distance to ME:: EO: Incidentally, you do have your orders for me, correct?
XOGrant says:
OPS: request clearance to depart
CMO_Rev says:
::conection is lost as the doctor and the Ens. are hit with big headaches::
FCO_Wall says:
::up joypad ofs allignment, makes appropriate adjustment to configuration::
Sci_Psion says:
::Doctor...I detect a fellow Vulcan on the Artemis.::
XOGrant says:
COMM: SB191: Request permision to depart
CEOMadred says:
::enters ME and spots Yang at the Duty Officers console::
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Yes sir. ::Hands CEO Padd::
CSO_Ryan says:
Computer:begin new command code proccess erase all codes pertaining to XO_Kemt and CO_ktarn
CEOMadred says:
<Yang> CEO: Sir, the Delphyne has left starbase 191 and is leaving orbit as we speak.
Sci_Psion says:
::at science station::
FCO_Wall says:
::diagnostics complete, return system to normal operation::
Sci_Psion says:
::head throbbing::
CSO_Ryan says:
*XO*:sir anytime u want to imput new command codes u may do so
FCO_Wall says:
XO: Flight Control ready
CEOMadred says:
::nods to Yang as he takes the PADD from the Ensign:: Yang: Very well, I have engineering.
CMO_Rev says:
::head is hurting,  grabs hypo and injects self:: ah!
CEOMadred says:
*XO*: I am in engineering .... the Master Situation Monitor shows Green.  We are ready down here, sir.
XOGrant says:
::enters new op command and voice print::
Nicke_AGM says:
<SB191>*Delphyne* you are clear to depart at your leisure
XOGrant says:
*CEO*: good work
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: sir...should I now report to sensor control? ::in a raspy voice::
XOGrant says:
FCO: take us out gently
CSO_Ryan says:
sci:yes are u alright
FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye sir
XOGrant says:
::feels the surge of power::
FCO_Wall says:
::activates thrusters::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: My attempts at contacting the doctor have resulting in a headache.
XOGrant says:
::resists the urge to grin like idiot enjoying it::
CEOMadred says:
::moves over to Master Situation Monitor and exaqmines it closely ..... wonders why the CO wanted him here instead of on the bridge ... where he could orbserve problems first hand::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: My attempt to contact the Vulcan on the Artemis did not help much.
XOGrant says:
FCO: are we clear of SB yet?
CSO_Ryan says:
*Sci*: report to sick bay to get checked out then go to sensor maintence
CEOMadred says:
::turns to Lefler:: EO: What do you think about tackling a photon torpedo problem we are having.
FCO_Wall says:
XO: clearing SB now sir
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: I'm ready sir
Sci_Psion says:
::leaves bridge::
CSO_Ryan says:
::heads to the bridge::
XOGrant says:
FCO: test impulse, to outer marker 1/4 impulse
CSO_Ryan says:
::enters tl::
Sci_Psion says:
CSO:  Acknowledged...although I can still perform my duties w/o medical attention.
FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye
CSO_Ryan says:
computer:bridge
CMO_Rev says:
::glad that the headache has passed, picks up PADD and enters the two ensigns medical records into the computer::
FCO_Wall says:
XO: increasing to 1/4 impulse
CSO_Ryan says:
*Sci*:understood still report to sickbay to get the doc's ok
XOGrant says:
FCO: inform me and CEO of any problems
CEOMadred says:
::nods as he is handed a PADD for his approval:: EO: Head up to deck 13.  You will find Chief Petty Officer Jackson and Petty Officer Traidrer hard at work in the Photon Torpedo Control room.  See if they can give you a hand.  ::starts to turn back to monitor and then rethinks things:: EO: You have gone over the latest damage assesments, right?
Sci_Psion says:
::enters medical::
CSO_Ryan says:
::enters bridge::
EO_Lefler says:
CEO: Yes I have sir
CSO_Ryan says:
::looks around at the new bridge hmm not much different::
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Doctor.  It would appear a link is possible.
CEOMadred says:
::nods his approval and motions the EO to get on with it then, examines the PADD in his hand thoroughly::
XOGrant says:
CSO: good work on sensors and opcode updates
EO_Lefler says:
::nods and heads to Turbolift::
CSO_Ryan says:
XO:thank u sir
CSO_Ryan says:
::heads to sensor control::
XOGrant says:
FCO: how goes the impulse test , smooth or jerky?
Sci_Psion says:
CMO:  With practice, further contact should be less painful.
CMO_Rev says:
::turns to see, Ens Psion,:: Sci: yes indeed
FCO_Wall says:
XO: Impulse smooth, no problems
EO_Lefler says:
*TL* : Deck 13, Torpedoe control
XOGrant says:
FCO: set course to Tomorous system , warp 8.5
FCO_Wall says:
FCO: aye
XOGrant says:
FCO: engage
CSO_Ryan says:
::begins checking aft sensor grid::
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: I must report to sensor control soon.
FCO_Wall says:
::engages warp::
FCO_Wall  (Warp.wav)
CMO_Rev says:
SCI: if your not needed on the bridge I would like to give you your physical now, shouldn't take long
XOGrant says:
::examines data from panel , smiles::
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Proceed.
FCO_Wall says:
XO: ship is begining to shake!
EO_Lefler says:
::Arrives at Torpedoe control and notices two people sticking out of wall panels::
XOGrant says:
FCO: slow us down to warp 7
OPS_Lynam says:
::Notices alarming vibration::
CMO_Rev says:
::grabs a tricorder, motions to biobed:: sci: have a seat
CSO_Ryan says:
::wonders whats going on::
XOGrant says:
*CEO*: we shake at warp 8.5 what is wrong?
EO_Lefler says:
<Jackson>: Ensign Lefler. Here to help you guys
FCO_Wall says:
::reduces to warp 7::
Sci_Psion says:
::sits on biobed::
CSO_Ryan says:
::runs a level 2 diagnostic of all bridge system::
CMO_Rev says:
::scans his vital signs: sci: your vital signs are normal
FCO_Wall says:
XO: warp 7 and steady
CMO_Rev says:
sci: please lay down,
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> ::without taking his head out of the conduit he is checking:: EO: Good to see yah ...... any bright ideas from the new Ensign?
Sci_Psion says:
::lays down::
XOGrant says:
FCO: report results to CEO
CSO_Ryan says:
xo:sir it could be a transfer control problem between the bridge and the intertial dampers
XOGrant says:
FCO : at our current speed what is eta to Tomorous system?
CEOMadred says:
<Traidrer> ::chuckles slighly and continues scanning with his tricorder:: EO: He does not mean anything by it .... that is just Jackson for you.  ::extends his hand::
XOGrant says:
CSO: interesting idea , share that with CEO
FCO_Wall says:
XO: eta 10 min
CEOMadred says:
::notes a minor fluctuation in one of the warp conduits ..... nothing to worry about.::
OPS_Lynam says:
::Notices that the squeak is gone now::
CMO_Rev says:
::places a small device on the top of hi head, taps it, then looks at the wall for the readings:: sci: hmm,  it appears you have normal brain function, no problems
CSO_Ryan says:
*CEO*:Check the transfer control between the new bridge and the intertial dampers
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: So doctor, I have read reports of a traitor.  May I inquire as to the details?
FCO_Wall says:
*CEO*: its looks like theres a problem with inertial dampers system
EO_Lefler says:
<Jackson>: Have you checked the magnetic giudance alignment?
CEOMadred says:
*CSO*: Understood .... working on it.
OPS_Lynam says:
:: Yhinks, "Must be what they mean by shake-down"
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> EO: Yes, sir.  That was the first thing we chekced .... you have read Traidrers most recent report on the difficulties, right?
CMO_Rev says:
SCi: I can not give you any information on that topic
Sci_Psion says:
CMO; Understood.
EO_Lefler says:
<Jackson> I looked through it on the way here.
XOGrant says:
FCO: when we reach Tomorous system set a course to 3rd planet at 1/2 impulse
CEOMadred says:
::moves to the "pool table" and starts to examine the dampening system:: *FCO/CSO*: Looks like a minor problem ...... correcting it now.  Sorry for the lag.
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: These headaches were common on Vulcan.
CMO_Rev says:
::gets a blood sample:: SCi: your free to, go, I'll let you know of the results when the tests are complete
CMO_Rev says:
sci: let me give you something to help with them
XOGrant says:
FCO: can we resume high speed warp test?
CEOMadred says:
<Jackson> ::grumbles slightly as he continues scanning the torpedo tube surface::
Sci_Psion says:
CMO:  Thank you.
EO_Lefler says:
<Jackson>: I have some ideas about where the problem is coming from but I will have to take some scans first
FCO_Wall says:
XO: No, waiting for CEO to give the ok
CMO_Rev says:
::pulls out a hypo, take, 5mg of this when you get one of these headaches, but not more than two doses in 24 hours
EO_Lefler says:
::Feels Traider will be easier to talk to::
CEOMadred says:
<Traidrer> ::tries to break the ice as he drops his hand .... the EO still having not shaken it:: EO: We were thinking it might be in the phase induction chamber.
XOGrant says:
FCO:acknowledged
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: Understood.
Sci_Psion says:
CMO: I shall be leaving now doctor.
CSO_Ryan says:
Sci:are u throught down in sickbay yet?
CMO_Rev says:
sci: acknowledged
Sci_Psion says:
CSO: Yes.
Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne Reaches the Tomorous system
CEOMadred says:
::finishes his adjutsments to the inertial dampening field:: *FCO/CSO*: Should be good now, gentlemen.
EO_Lefler says:
<Traider>: What can o do to help?
XOGrant says:
CSO: we should be getting close to Tomorous sys , start scanning for strange radio signals
FCO_Wall says:
*CEO* acknowledged
CSO_Ryan says:
XO:acknowledged
XOGrant says:
FCO: was that good news from engineering?
Sci_Psion says:
::leaves sickbay::
CEOMadred says:
<Traidrer> EO: I would kinda like to know what you think about the problem ......
CSO_Ryan says:
::begins scans::
FCO_Wall says:
XO: enter system now
FCO_Wall says:
XO: adjusting course for planet
XOGrant says:
FCO: test shift from warp to impulse then
Sci_Psion says:
::heads toward sensor control::
CMO_Rev says:
::sits down in office and continues inventory reports::
Nicke_AGM says:
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